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LAM

Lam

Weights

Lam typeface is inspired by the delightful Thai
northeastern folk music ‘Mo-Lam’. The rhythm and
charm of this musical style makes LAM a playful
yet traditional typeface you should definitely
add to your collection.

Light,
Regular,
Bold,
Black.

Release Date
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Kerning
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Type Director
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PRODUCE

LAM

Weight
Full Set

THE AGRICULTURE IN

ไทยแลนด์ อิส ไฮลี่
Competitive Diversify

& SPECIALIZED
แอนด์ อิตส์ เอ็กพอร์ต อาร์ เวรี่
successful internationally
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บีทวีน ๑๙๖๒ แอนด์ ๑๙๘๓

PRODUCE

LAM

Uppercase

Lowercase

AB C D EFGHI JKL M N
O PQ R STU VWXYZ

a bcde fghij klm n
opqrstuvwxyz

Numbers

Standard Punctuation

1 2 34 5678 9 0

{[()]}* , . :; ¿¡!?&@/|¦ \
•¶ ®©«»‹›“’‚„”’—_ †‡

Accented Uppercase

Accented Lowercase

Weight
LIGHT

æœ øá à â ä ã å çđðé è ê ë íîìïiłñ
óòöõøšúùûüÿýžþ
Currency and Math Symbols

¬ + <= > ≠≤≥±÷− ×∞ ~≈°
$ ¢ ƒ £¥€ § √# ∫π%‰
∑◊∏∂ ∆ μ Ω
www.producebkk.com

Ligatures, Stylistic Alternates and fractions

ff fi fl ffi ffl fb fk fy ffy ky
fj ffj fh ffb ffh ffk st Th ct
sh sk sl stf ch ck cl ctf sp
A D FK L M Q R Z
½ ¼ ¾

PRODUCE

LAM

Uppercase

Lowercase

A B C DEFG HIJKLMN
O P Q R S TUV WXY Z

abc defghijklmn
opqr s tuvwxyz

Numbers

Standard Punctuation

1 2 3 4567 890

{[()]}* , . :;¿¡!?&@/|¦\
•¶ ®©«»‹›“’‚ „”’—_

Accented Uppercase

Accented Lowercase

ÆŒØÁÀÂÄÃÅÇĐÉÈÊËÍÎÌ
ÏIŁÑÓÒÖÕØŠÚÙÛÜŸÝŽÞ

æœ øáàâäãåç đðéèêëíîìïił
ñóòöõøš úùûüÿýžþ

Currency and Math Symbols

Ligatures, Stylistic Alternates and fractions

Weight
REGULAR

¬ + < =>≠≤≥±÷− ×∞~≈°
$ ¢ƒ £¥€ § √# ∫π%‰
∑ ◊∏ ∂ ∆ μ Ω
www.producebkk.com

ff fi fl ffi ffl fb fk fy ffy ky
fj ffj fh ffb ffh ffk st Th ct
sh sk sl stf ch ck cl ctf sp
A D FK L M Q R Z
½ ¼ ¾

PRODUCE

LAM

Uppercase

Lowercase

AB C DEFGH IJKLM N
O P Q RS T UVWXYZ

abc defgh ijklmn
opqrstuvwxyz

Numbers

Standard Punctuation

1 2 3 45 6 789 0

{[ ()] }*,.:;¿¡!?&@/|¦\
•¶ ®©«»‹›“’‚„”’—_†‡

Accented Uppercase

Accented Lowercase

ÆŒ Ø Á À Â Ä Ã Å ÇĐÉÈÊËÍÎ
Ì Ï I ŁÑ ÓÒÖÕØŠ ÚÙÛÜŸÝ
ŽÞ

æœ øáàâäãåç đðéèêëíîìïi
łñóòöõøšúùûüÿýžþ

Weight
BOLD

Currency and Math Symbols

¬ + < = >≠≤≥±÷− ×∞~ ≈°
$ ¢ ƒ £ ¥€ § √#∫π%‰
∑◊ ∏∂ ∆ μ Ω
www.producebkk.com

Ligatures, Stylistic Alternates and fractions

ff fi fl ffi ffl fb fk fy ffy ky
fj ffj fh ffb ffh ffk st Th ct
sh sk sl stf ch ck cl ctf sp
A D FK L M Q R Z
½ ¼ ¾

PRODUCE

LAM

Uppercase

Lowercase

A B C D E FGH I J K L MN
O P QR STU VWXY Z

abcdefghi jklmn
opqrstu vwxyz

Numbers

Standard Punctuation

12 3 456789 0

{[()]}* ,.:;¿¡!?&@/ |¦\
•¶ ®©«»‹›“’‚„”’—_†‡

Accented Uppercase

Accented Lowercase

Æ Œ ØÁÀÂÄÃÅÇ Đ É È Ê Ë Í
Î Ì Ï IŁ ÑÓÒÖÕØŠÚ Ù Û Ü Ÿ
ÝŽÞ

æœ øáàâäãåçđðéèêëí î ì ï
i ł ñóòöõøšú ù û ü ÿýžþ

Weight
BLACK

Currency and Math Symbols

¬ + < =>≠≤≥±÷− ×∞ ~ ≈°
$ ¢ ƒ £¥€ § √#∫π% ‰
∑◊∏∂ ∆ μ Ω
www.producebkk.com

Ligatures, Stylistic Alternates and fractions

ff fi fl ffi ffl fb fk fy ffy
ky fj ffj fh ffb ffh ffk st Th
ct sh sk sl stf ch ck cl ctf
sp A D F K L M Q R Z
½ ¼ ¾

Thai Consonants

PRODUCE

LAM

Weight
LIGHT

กขฃคฅฆงจฉชซฌญฎฏ
ฐฑฒณดตถทธนบปผฝ
พฟภมยรลวศษสหฬอฮ

Thai Marks, Numbers, Symbols, Alternates

เแโใไฤฦฤฦ๚
๐๑๒๓๔๕๖๗๘๙

Thai Consonants
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คฅฆจฉชซฌญณนภม
รลศสหฮ

Thai Consonants

PRODUCE

LAM

Weight
REGULAR

กขฃคฅฆงจฉชซฌญฎฏ
ฐฑฒณดตถทธนบปผฝ
พฟภมยรลวศษสหฬอฮ

Thai Marks, Numbers, Symbols, Alternates

เแโใไฤฦฤฦ๚
๐๑๒๓๔๕๖๗๘๙

Thai Consonants
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คฅฆจฉชซฌญณนภม
รลศสหฮ

Thai Consonants

PRODUCE

LAM

Weight
BOLD

กขฃคฅฆงจฉชซฌญฎฏ
ฐฑฒณดตถทธนบปผฝ
พฟภมยรลวศษสหฬอฮ

Thai Marks, Numbers, Symbols, Alternates

เแโใไฤฦฤฦ๚
๐๑๒๓๔๕๖๗๘๙

Thai Consonants

www.producebkk.com

คฅฆจฉชซฌญณนภม
รลศสหฮ

Thai Consonants

PRODUCE

LAM

Weight
BLACK

กขฃคฅฆงจฉชซฌญฎฏ
ฐฑฒณดตถทธนบปผฝ
พฟภมยรลวศษสหฬอฮ

Thai Marks, Numbers, Symbols, Alternates

เแโใไฤฦฤฦ๚
๐๑๒๓๔๕๖๗๘๙

Thai Consonants

www.producebkk.com

คฅฆจฉชซฌญณนภม
รลศสหฮ

Please carefully study the following information before

terminal, CPU, laptop, workstation or any device where the

to modify the End User License Agreement at anytime with-

Produce Font is generated, or any technology that allows

purchasing our software (font). Produce reserves the right
out advance notice.

PRODUCE

LAM

anyone to edit or compose text.

– PRODUCE is a product by Farmgroup Co., Ltd. –

For example, but not limited to, a display terminal shall

Produce Desktop Fonts Software License Agreement

embedded or otherwise included for viewing or other use by

This is a legal agreement, by downloading and/or installing Produce Fonts software you agree to be bound by the
following terms and conditions:

be considered a device if the Produce Font outline is
end users by means of a multimedia CD, video game,

tablet-type computer, smart phone, computing device,

e-reader, manufacturing devices or other means by which
the Produce Font Software can be displayed or used.

If you are purchasing this license on behalf of your

3. Except as permitted herein, you may not modify, con-

your employer as well as to you as a representative of

disassemble, alter or otherwise copy the Producee Font

EULA

employer, the terms and conditions recited herein apply to

Page 1

your employer. Should you cease working for your employer,
you will no longer be entitled to use the Produce Font
Software, but your employer will continue to be the

vert, adapt, translate, reverse engineer, decompile,

Software, or the design of the type font embodied therein.
You are permitted to make one backup copy.

license holder. If you are purchasing this license for

4. The Produce Font Software or documentation may not be

on behalf of a third party or employer who will retain the

another person or entity. You may not place the Produce

your own use and will be using the Produce Font Software
Produce Font Software, the third party and/or your
employer must purchase their own license.

For the purposes of this agreement, you agree that the

Produce Font Software includes the design of the type font
embodied in the Font Software. This term is contractual in
nature and not a mere recitation.

1. The Produce Font Software is licensed for use at one
(1) location with a maximum of five (5) devices.

2. Use of the Produce Font Software at more than one (1)

www.producebkk.com

Produce Font Software is rasterized or the display of the

location or with more than five (5) devices requires a

Multi-Device Site License upgrade. A device may be, but is
not limited to, a printer, rasterizer, video display

sublicensed, sold, leased, rented, lent, or given away to
Font Software on-line, or post or otherwise allow access
to the Produce Font Software via any on-line service,
computer, workstation, server, or network, unless all

users that have access to the Produce Font Software have a
valid license from Produce. This Basic License does not

permit the use of the Produce Font Software as a web font,
stored for use and transmission via a server, embedded in
video game or gaming devices, on-line applications, or in
on-line templates or other applications where an unli-

censed user can access, and/or edit and/or compose text or
otherwise dynamically generate content. These uses require
a special license and are quoted on an individual basis.
Please send an email to: producebkk@gmail.com to discuss
your needs.

5. The Produce Font Software may be returned or exchanged

in no event be liable to the licensed user or any other

when accompanied by a valid sales receipt and Produce is

incidental damages, including damages from loss of busi-

only if defective. Defective software will be replaced
notified within one (1) week of purchase.

6. You agree that any derivative works created by you from

PRODUCE

the Produce Font Software, including, but not limited to,

software, EPS files, other electronic works, and/or embedded works, are considered derivative works under both Thai

LAM

ness profits, business interruption, loss of business

information, arising out of the use or inability to use

the product even if notified in advance. Under no circumstances shall Produce’s liability exceed the replacement
cost of the software.

and other national laws and use of any derivative work is

10. Embedding of the Produce Fonts Software in digital

ment. Derivative works may not be sublicensed, sold,

format or technology used, when such use is licensed, is

subject to the terms and conditions of this License Agreeleased, rented, lent, or given away without written per-

mission from Produce. Produce shall not be responsible for

EULA

unauthorized, modified and/or regenerated software or
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Produce Fonts Software in any form or device, irrespective

derivative works. Embedding or otherwise incorporating the
of the technology or format is strictly prohibited without
an additional license.

7. The Produce Font Software is protected under domestic
and international trademark and copyright law. You agree

to identify the Produce fonts by name and credit Produce's
ownership of the trademarks and copyrights in any design
or production credits.

8. Any breach of the terms of this Agreement shall be
cause for termination without notice. In the event of

termination, and without limitation of any remedies under
law and equity, including injunctive relief without the

obligation of posting security, you agree to immediately
return the Produce Font Software to Produce and certify
that no copy remains in your possession or contr

www.producebkk.com

third party for any direct, indirect, consequential, or

9. Produce makes no warranties, express or implied as to
merchantability, fitness for a particular purpose, or

otherwise. Without limiting the foregoing, Produce shall

documents or into devices or other software regardless of
governed by a separate license agreement. If an embedding
license is desired, the licensee must represent and warrant that licensee's encryption of the embedded Produce
Fonts is secure enough to prevent any access or use by
others. For more information regarding an Embedding
License contact producebkk@gmail.com

www.producebkk.com
145, 5th Floor,
Room 5N8–9,
Soi Sukhumvit 49(Klang)
Klongton Nua, Wattana
Bangkok 10110
Thailand

